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“The stone which the builders rejected

Has become the chief cornerstone,”£

Mason and the CAPSTONE
For Abraham waited for The City which has Foundations, whose Builder and Maker is God!

Creator Speaks Light on Day One, Sun on Day Four, Man on day Six!

Adam, Made in the Image
and Likeness of his Creator, must have enjoyed
playing “building Stones”
with his sons Cain and
Able. I can imagine Adam
explaining to them the
importance of beginning
with a “Good Foundation” to build upon, and
the proper and exact
“placement of the Capstone” to Complete the
Building Process!
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THE GREAT PYRAMID
Why would Mankind labor
so long and hard to build a
great pyramid, but not set a
Capstone on it?
Ancients, like Enoch, understood that “the Capstone” would be God’s to
Place from Heaven above!
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By now, we can Understand

Breath into? 1:

27So God
created man in His own
image; in the image of
God He created him;
male and female He created them. 31Then God
saw everything that He
had made, and indeed it
was very good. So the
evening and the morning
were the sixth day. —
— Verses from NKJV.

